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Abstract  

 
Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm that benefit from the distributed resources to 

solve large scale computing problems. During the last few years, cloud computing has grown 

rapidly as promising business idea in the IT industry due to its characteristics such as cost 

reduction, flexibility, convenience, and scalability. Unfortunately, there are several issues reduce 

the cloud computing growth such as loss of security, privacy, and control. The security problem 

is considered a major factor that could prevent the development of cloud computing. In this 

paper, we explored the cloud computing classification, challenges, and opportunities. Moreover, 

we review and discuss the cloud computing security issues and accountability. We emphasize 

that although there are many security models were proposed to improve the cloud security, but 

there is no any currently available solution to handle all security issues. Therefore, the future 

research has to be focus on solving the security issues and an accountability mechanism has to be 

developed. Keywords: Cloud computing, security issues, deployment models, accountability.  

 

1. Introduction 

 

The term of the cloud computing came from the Internet computing or computation via Internet, 

where many flowcharts and diagrams represent the Internet as a cloud shape. The National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined the cloud computing as a central storage 

of computing resources that can accessed on-demands from anywhere through any type of 

devices with a minimal management effort (Mell and Grance, 2011). Through a NIST definition, 

the cloud computing includes three service models, four deployment models and five essential 

characteristics as shown in Figure 1. The three service models are Software as a Service (SaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The cloud computing are 
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categorized as public, private, community, and hybrid based on their deployed service model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Cloud computing service models, deployment models, and essential and common characteristics 

(Joyner, 2011) 

 

The power of cloud computing is come from virtualization technology, which creates one or 

more virtual machine in the host computer by running an application called a hypervisor. These 

virtual machines simulate the work of physical computer and can run any type of software. Grid 

computing is considered from one of many technologies that developed cloud computing. 

Virtualization technology in cloud computing solved many challenges that appeared in grid 

computing. Grid computing aims to maximize the utilization by reserving multiple servers to 

perform a single task, while a cloud computing maximizes the utilization by allowing a single 

server to perform multiple tasks in the same time via a virtualization technology. 

The combination of virtualization layer with management layer achieves a highly effective 

management service. Specifically, the management layer is responsible for monitoring the 

network traffic and takes a decision to add new servers in rush time or drop server in an idle time 

Moreover, cloud computing offers economical, flexible, reliable, scalable, and convenient on-

demand computing service. Cloud computing can be flexible by offering a service on-demand as 

much as needed automatically, and scalable by adding or dropping a new server into a network. 

It can be accessed via broad types of machines such as PDA, Laptop, desktop, and mobile 

phones.  

Unfortunately, cloud computing technology suffers from several problems such as loss of control 
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and security issues. This problem can affect the adoption and rapid development of cloud 

computing. Many concerns are considered on the security issue, since the cloud computing 

service based on transferring data between the service provider and subscriber into two-ways. 

Consequently, the risk on the data breach is increased. Extensive testing showed that single 

security method does not provide a secure environment in cloud computing and they suggest to 

combine more than one method to provide a comprehensive security model.  

This paper is organized as follows. First, we will introduce and discuss cloud computing 

classification. Then, a briefly discussion about cloud computing challenges and opportunities 

will be presented. Subsequently, we will provide a literature review of cloud computing security. 

After that, the security issues of cloud computing are explained and discussed in details. Then, 

we will discuss and focus on the accountability in the cloud. Finally, a discussion and future 

works are presented and then the conclusion is given. 

 

2. Cloud Computing Classification  

 

Cloud computing is classified into three models based on the type of provided service to the 

subscriber: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS). Software as a Service (SaaS) model provides the subscriber with the software 

application that is he/she needs as a service via a client interface such as a web browser. 

Therefore, the subscriber doesn’t have a control on cloud infrastructure such as, storage, 

operating system, and network. The service provider hosts the software application so the 

subscriber does not bother in buying, installing, or managing the software. The subscriber just 

can connect and use the application with a limited control over application configuration settings. 

The Platform as a Service (PaaS) model in cloud computing provide a subscriber a platform as a 

service to deploy their applications on the cloud infrastructure. Herein, the subscriber does not 

have a control over infrastructure such as a network, operating systems, and storage, but they can 

control their deployed applications and its hosting environment setting. So, the subscriber can 

deploy their applications without worrying about the cost of buying any hardware and the 

inconvenience of resources managing. In addition, the service provider is responsible to provide 

the subscriber with the pre-installed software that is used in PaaS model. In the Infrastructure as 

a Service (IaaS), the subscriber can access to the underlying infrastructure and they can also 

deploy their applications on it. The subscriber has a control over storage, database, deployed 
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applications, other computing resources, and limited control to some network component.  

Based on the NIST definition, the cloud computing is categorized as public, private, community, 

and hybrid based on their deployed service model. The private cloud is where the cloud 

computing service is available for a certain organization inside a firewall and is not available for 

general public. Public cloud provides on-demand cloud computing services for general public via 

internet that is owned by an organization that provide a cloud services. When several 

organizations shared same cloud services that support their community concerns, the deployed 

model is called a community cloud. Some organizations run their private cloud inside the 

organized and shared a public or community cloud service at the same time. Such deployed 

model is called hybrid cloud. 

 

3. Cloud Computing: Challenges and Opportunities 
 

In the last few years, cloud computing has been grown very fast and many people and 

organizations are moving toward placing their services on the cloud. The property of the cloud 

allows for many concerns to face the growing process. A conducted survey by International Data 

Corporation (IDC) showed that the security is the major issue that affect the adoption of cloud 

computing (Gens, 2009), as shown in Figure 2. Since the system architecture of the cloud is 

different from other traditional system, the traditional security techniques are not enough to 

provide a secure environment. Therefore, specialized security techniques that meet the 

requirement of the cloud computing environment are required.  

In cloud computing, the deployed service model can be provided on a private or public level. 

Provide a secure environment in the private cloud is an easy task since the data are bounded 

within a certain organization within a firewall and it is not available for general public. On the 

other hand, providing a secure environment in the public cloud is considered a hard and complex 

task, since the data are available on the internet outside the firewall. In cloud computing, the 

subscribers cannot control their data by themselves. They do not know the location of the data, 

the network that transmit the data, and the server that process the data. Thus, they cannot 

guarantee how much the cloud environment is secure. 
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Security issue has a big concern in cloud computing due to its nature of virtualization, elasticity, 

scalability, and ubiquity of the data; in which a cloud system needs more security protection 

from intentionally changes and must be protected to be accessed from unauthorized people. 

Availability of more data than a service’s needs, an extra protection is required for the cloud. In 

addition, a two-way transmission between service provider and subscriber raises more concerns 

on the security issue. Most of the time, management of this communication between service 

provider and the subscriber is controlled by a third-party that increases from the security risk of 

this system. Therefore, the security issue in cloud computing needs to be studied and solved 

according to its architecture to provide a high-quality service with a guarantee to protect the data. 

Extensive testing showed that single security method does not provide a secure environment in 

cloud computing and they suggest to combine more than one method to provide a comprehensive 

security model.  

 

4. Literature Review of Cloud Computing Security  

 

Lombardi et al. investigated how a virtualized cloud computing can be more secured by 

protecting the reliability of virtual machine user and Component of cloud platform (Lombardi 

and Di Pietro, 2011). They proposed a novel system to increase the security of cloud resources 
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that is called Advanced Cloud Protection System (ACPS). ACPS can respond locally to any 

violation in security and send a notification to a security management layer. ACPS prototype is 

implemented on Eucalyptus and Open ECP open access solutions. They tested the system 

effectiveness against attacks and the performance under different workloads. The results showed 

that ACPS was effective in the cloud system protection and the overhead of the generated 

performance was acceptable when it compared with the provided protection. 

Based on data mining techniques, a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) using clustering was 

proposed to detect any type of security breach in the cloud computing network (Kumar et al., 

2011). The administrator can provide a safe cloud environment by using HMM with the help of 

network filter, which is responsible for monitoring subscriber behaviour continuously and notify 

the administrator about any event. Clustering analysis was used to decline database searching 

time. The proposed model can detect any violation easily with a help of HMM even if the 

intruder will login with a valid username and password. The network was attached with plug-in 

to handle the subscribers’ request efficiently, especially in case of data loss or corruption. 

Moreover, plug-in helped to be reduced from the cloud environment heavy load when connected 

to another one of the same types. 

Rabai et al., (2013) proposed a quantitative model for a security measurement that permit to the 

service provider and subscriber in the cloud environment to assess the available risk to their 

resources, and consequently they can decide according to this security issue. The proposed 

metric was measured in economic terms that can be determined later according to the available 

risk. AlZain et al., (2011) proposed a Multi-Clouds Service Model (MCDB) to provide a more 

secure environment by reducing the security risks and satisfying security requirements. This 

model based on multiple service providers rather than single service provider of cloud computing 

that used Shamir’s secret sharing algorithm. MCDB model was compared with a single service 

provider on data integrity, data intrusion, and service availability. The results showed that the 

security requirements were more satisfied by using multiple-cloud model instead of single-cloud 

model.  

A new collaborative cloud security management framework was proposed by (Almorsy et al., 

2011) that was enabling the cloud computing model to satisfy NIST-FISM security certificate to 

provide a more secure cloud environment. Their framework based on improving the 

collaboration between three parties: cloud provider, service provider, and subscriber to provide a 
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more secure cloud platform and hosted service. The framework was build based on a set of 

security standards to help in automating the security management process. The validity of the 

framework was proofed by developing a prototype for this framework and employing it in a 

cloud hosting platform (SaaS application). The framework was evaluated by managing the 

security of multi-tenant that had the same cloud application. The proposed framework can be 

exploited to control the security of cloud platform by the cloud provider and the security of 

hosted cloud service by subscriber.  

 

5. Security Issues  

 

Several researchers consider the IT and its flexibility as an enabler to achieve the desired 

competitive advantages, considered as a strategic weapon, and as a crucial support to operational 

and strategic business processes (Masa'deh et al., 2014, Masa’deh et al., 2013b, Masa’deh et al., 

2013a, Al Azmi et al., 2012, Masa’deh, 2012, Maqableh, 2012). In cloud computing, two main 

parties are involved in cloud computing systems: the service provider and the service subscribers 

as individual or enterprise. Each enterprise has its own sensitive data that need to be very secured 

and protected from unauthorized access and control (Abdul Nasir Khan et al., 2013). In cloud 

computing, the enterprise is stored the sensitive data outside of its boundary (provider side). 

Therefore, the service providers should adopt security system that can prevent unauthorized 

people from accessing or controlling their data by malicious people from inside and outside the 

service provider side. This normally can be maintained using several detection, prevention, and 

encryption techniques. The most important security issues in cloud computing are: trust, 

integrity, availability, authentication and authorization, and confidentiality (Kshetri, 2013, 

Almorsy et al., 2011, Lombardi and Di Pietro, 2011, Stinchcombe, 2009, Mansfield-Devine, 

2008, Subashini and Kavitha, 2011, Abdul Nasir Khan et al., 2013). 

 

5.1 Trust  

 

Trust refers to the willingness status to depend of one party on another party to achieve a planned 

goal (Rong et al., 2013). It is a well-known concept in the computer science and being applied in 

different areas, which is used to show the system users that the system is secure and correct 
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(Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). The subscriber trust to an organization is known as the ability of 

an organization to supply the required services to the subscriber’s exactly as expected without 

errors. Trust can be ensured by powerful security policies and constraints on data access by 

people (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). In many cases in the cloud, the consumer depends on the 

providers on storing his/her confidential data on the provider resource (Rabai et al., 2013). Thus, 

in cloud computing, subscriber and provider should trust each other.  

In a cloud environment, trust issue is mainly based on the selected deployment model, as data, 

processes, and applications control are outsourced (Rong et al., 2013). In public clouds, the 

control is granted to the subscriber to reduce potential risks by applying the service provider 

certain security policy and using different applications and tools to increase subscriber trust. In 

private cloud, data, processes, and applications are owned and managed by the infrastructure’s 

owner. Thus, there is no more security challenges are introduced as trust remains within the 

organization. Lack of subscriber trust in cloud deployment models can cause several problems. 

In community cloud, the organizations should trust each other as they are sharing same cloud 

services that support their community concerns. While, in hybrid cloud the organizations should 

trust each other and trust the public cloud service provider. 

 

5.2 Availability  

 

Availability refers to the ability of the cloud subscriber to retrieve the needed data at any time 

(Zissis and Lekkas, 2012, Rabai et al., 2013). One main concern for every enterprise is how they 

can maintain the access of cloud computing services at any time. A system is called available 

when an authorized entity can use and access the system and the stored data at any time 

(Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). Therefore, service provider should ensure that the data available 

is available to subscriber from different locations at any time. Cloud computing system should 

keep on working even if there is a security attack. Threats that may face the cloud service 

availability can be network based attacks such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack 

(Rabai et al., 2013). Moreover, the provider should maintain an appropriate action plan for the 

emergency and unplanned cases to guarantee the business continuity and disaster recovery to 

ensure the safety and minimal downtime.  

Data can be classified into two main classifications: critical data and archive data. Critical data is 
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that data needed at any time by subscriber and any delay or unavailability will disrupt him/her. 

On the other hand, the archival data is that data accessed very seldom and at non-crucial time. 

Therefore, delay in access to it will not consider as main issue or case, but delaying the critical 

data is very important issue and could be very costly as the subscriber will not operate normally. 

 

5.3 Integrity  

 

One of the main aspects of information security aspects is the integrity, that refers to assurance 

that the users’ data are not modified without authorization (Rabai et al., 2013, Zissis and Lekkas, 

2012). It means that the data, software, and hardware will be modified only by authorized parties 

or in authorized method (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). System users need to know that their data is 

kept out of damage or lost by intentional or unintentional activity (Kshetri, 2013). In cloud 

computing, data integrity is considered as a major factor to success the cloud computing as it will 

increase the subscriber trust and satisfaction that maintained by the provider and the subscriber 

(Abdul Nasir Khan et al., 2013). Maintaining the integrity of cloud computing is considered as a 

main challenge to cloud parties, as the threats could be at the subscribers or providers sides. To 

ensure data integrity in the provider and subscriber sides, a secure encryption algorithm could be 

used, but it could not guarantee that data did not change through locating it in the cloud 

(Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). Violating the integrity of critical data in the cloud could be very 

costly as the subscriber will not be able to operate normally. Moreover, cloud provider should 

consider data recovery plan in case that any disaster event might happen. 

 

 

5.4 Authentication and Authorization  

 

Authentication refers to the process that is used proves the users claimed identity while they are 

trying to access any system (Rabai et al., 2013, Turban and King, 2012, Subashini and Kavitha, 

2011). It is the user’s ability to verify their accounts through suitable standard and available 

mechanisms by establishing confidence in user identities, while they are being presented to an 

information system (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). However, authorization is to grant the users a 

permission to do what they are trying to do. Authorization is the process that used to identify the 
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functions and the actions that the user is allowed to perform. Lack of strong authentication may 

cause unauthorized access to users account on a cloud, which may lead to privacy violation. 

Lack of authorization in cloud computing leads to privacy breach as the users account will be 

accessed by unauthorized parties. Also, if a cloud user uploaded a file to share it with other users, 

then there should be a mechanism to confirm the creator of the file, which can be achieved by 

applying the authentication mechanism.  

 

5.5 Confidentiality  

 

Cloud computing is based on sharing the same resources by multiple users at different levels 

(Network, Host, and Application) (Avram, 2014, Zissis and Lekkas, 2012). Increasing number of 

involved parties in cloud computing will increase the risks. Confidentiality refers to data privacy 

and accuracy by protecting private and sensitive data (Turban and King, 2012).  

In cloud environment, confidentiality is one of the main used aspects to ensure the control the 

data of an organization across multiple distributed databases. The subscriber private and 

sensitive data need to be protected from being disclosed to unauthorized individual, 

organizations, or any other entities. The subscriber data can be classified into different categories 

based on its importance (Zissis and Lekkas, 2012, Abdul Nasir Khan et al., 2013). Thus, fail to 

protect the subscriber data from unauthorized access can cause series of problems that could be 

very costly. Confidentiality can be guaranteed using encryption techniques with respect to 

symmetric or asymmetric encryption algorithms. Could subscribers can ensure the data 

confidentiality on their sides by encrypting it before uploading. In cloud environment, data 

confidentiality is related to user authentication by protecting their accounts from theft (Subashini 

and Kavitha, 2011). Thus, lack of strong authentication mechanism may lead to privacy 

violation. The cloud provider should provide secure cloud environment to ensure users privacy. 

Privacy refers to users’ right to control disclosure of their personal data (Kshetri, 2013). Cloud 

subscribers needs to guarantee that their personal data is protected appropriately. In cloud, 

subscriber data are stored in data center that have potential risks. Therefore, cloud provider 

should implement different security techniques to assure data privacy. Encryption algorithms can 

be used to protect subscriber data against malicious attacks. Wherever you find security 

dimensions then you find availability, confidentiality, and integrity combined with each other 
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because one leads to another (Maqableh et al., 2008, Maqableh, 2010b, Maqableh and Dantchev, 

2009, Maqableh, 2010a, Maqableh, 2011, Maqableh, 2012). 

 

6. Accountability in the Cloud 

 

In cloud computing system, the behaviour of service provider and subscriber is determined on a 

predefined Service Level Agreement (SLA) (Rong et al., 2013). The validity of this system is 

determined by the correctness of the SLA, and to what extend the subscriber complies with it. 

Any breach into this agreement is considered as a violation. Therefore, a robust technique to 

detect this violation is required in order to build a trusted computing environment. However, the 

complicated nature of service provision chains in cloud computing makes detecting and 

preventing the violation a significant challenge.  

Accountability is one of the mechanisms that are used to provide a trustworthy computing 

environment by improving the data protection at different levels (October 2009). Accountability 

is defined as a commitment of the organization for accepting actor of the host for the personal 

data that are entrusted in the computing environment from the collection time until when it is 

destroyed. This commitment also involves presenting a proper remedy to any failure. The notion 

of accountability has been established by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD). Pearson (Siani, 2011) declares that the main components of the 

accountability are: Responsibility, Transparency, Assurance, and Remediation. She also 

discussed that the accountability should be retrospective and prospective by extending the 

security rules to prevent the fault from happening and takes an action if happen.  

Consequently, some researchers in this field successfully implement the accountability in their 

systems. A novel approach to provide a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) by enforcing a 

strong accountability in cloud computing is proposed by Yao et al (Yao J et al., 2000). In this 

system, the accountability is enforced on the service provider and the fault is always identified 

by their causer with supported evidence. Another study is conducted by Pearson (Pearson Siani 

and Andrew., 2009) to illustrate how the accountability as a path forward can resolve the privacy 

and security threats within the cloud.  
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7. Discussion and Future Works  

 

Cloud computing one of the recent emerge modern technology and one of the active research 

areas that has a promising future. Cloud computing users can access cloud services at anytime 

and anywhere. It has business benefits and at the same time potential risks. Cloud security issues 

research is related to different areas that can play major role to solve the security problems. The 

culture, ethical, legal, and political factors have extremely important role in this area. Cloud 

providers offer services through cloud system and resources. Therefore, cloud environment has 

potential risks similar to any other Internet-based systems. Cloud is considered as an interested 

and important that introduced in the IT industry. Thus, IT industry needs to move to cloud 

computing, which requires to consider several important issues such as security. Also, 

enterprises need to implement cloud computing to help them in reducing the cost and increase 

the efficiency.  

Many enterprises are worried about cloud security issues, which prevent them from using cloud 

services. At the same time, other enterprises that use the cloud service for less sensitive and 

unimportant data and use their local network to keep the sensitive and important data. The cloud 

providers are encountering major pressures and challenges in protecting subscribers’ private and 

sensitive data and information assets. There are several issues in cloud need to be considered in 

the future research such as security, privacy, performance, accountability, ownership, 

performance, and other non-technical issues. Therefore, researchers are facing many challenges 

and need to find solutions for the technical and non-technical issues. The security issues need to 

be investigated deeply. 

 

8. Conclusions  

 

In this paper, we presented an overview of cloud computing concepts, characteristics, challenges, 

and opportunities. A survey related to cloud security issues was presented. We also reviewed and 

discussed the cloud computing security issues and accountability. Moreover, we highlighted the 

trust, availability, integrity, authentication and authorization, and confidentiality issues relevant 

to cloud computing.  

Cloud computing has very promising characteristics such flexibility, reliability, scalability, and 
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cost reduction. Cloud security issues are considered as main challenge for the cloud users and 

providers. The subscribers’ mistrust of cloud security and privacy limit the number of cloud 

subscribers. They prefer to use the company or private systems rather than cloud system, as they 

fell much more confident about the security and privacy issues. Therefore, cloud providers 

should provide high protection measurable mechanisms for cloud subscribers to be more 

confident about the privacy and security issues.  

Nowadays, cloud computing cannot replace completely the traditional computing due to some 

problem in different deployment models as several large enterprises and government do not 

accept it fully. Therefore, new cloud security solutions are required to increase subscribers and 

providers security and privacy concerns. Several security issues in cloud need to be investigated 

deeply to strength the cloud security capability. Solving the current cloud problems will 

encourage increasing its adoption rate. 
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